
 ASSET MONITORING
ENGINEERED FOR INTELLIGENCE
BlackBerry Radar is designed for quick installation with an easy to use interface and 
provides near real time tracking of the fleet with valuable sensor data all protected by 
BlackBerry’s legendary end-to-end security. The solution is an all-encompassing service
that includes the device, cellular connectivity and web-based applications for use anywhere
and anytime. The BlackBerry Radar solution collects up to 100x more data than conventional 
GPS based track and trace solutions. This rich data feeds in-depth analytics, applications, and
instant alerts, based on alarms being triggered, that provide fleet managers with the tools 
necessary to manage trailer operations more effectively.

Ten Minute Install 
Self-powered device installs with two screws and requires 
no wiring, meaning less fleet down time
Multiple Integrated Sensors
Total trailer visibility, including built-in location, door state 
(open/closed), cargo load state, motion, miles driven,
temperature, humidity and pressure sensing
Multi-Year Battery
Minimal maintenance - no charging, no wiring, weatherproof 
and shockproof. Install and deploy worry-free for years
Future-Proof 
The device automatically receives software updates and feature 
improvements over the air

RADAR-M | AN INNOVATIVE DEVICE

MORE DATA MEANS MORE INFORMED DECISIONS FOR YOUR BUSINESS
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Five Minute Sensor Readings
Multi-sensor measurements are taken every five minutes not just on stop/start activities like standard GPS providers
Updates Every Fifteen Minutes
Device uploads sensors readings every fifteen minutes to support critical operations decisions 24/7/365
Cloud-Based Intelligence
Further transforms sensor data into vital and valuable operational data, such as mileage and cold chain compliance
Instant Alerts & Alarms
Manage day-to-day operations more effectively with event-driven notifications of critical trailer conditions and actions
Intuitive Map Views
Provides fleet managers with a visual representation of operations so they can react quickly and intelligently
Integrated Data Analytics
Perform time-based analysis and visualize trends across trailers, fleets, routes, and yards. Optimize your and your customers’ businesses.
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